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I. INTRODUCTION

After the gruesome terrorist attack that killed eighty-four people in Nice, many beach towns in France began to ban Muslim women from wearing the “burkini” on beaches.¹ The burkini, which was created by an Australian designer, is modest swimwear that covers the body and hair.² The Nice attack occurred on the heels of a series of attacks in France.³ The timing of the French burkini ban suggests it was targeting Muslims due to the anger over the attacks. The argument that burkinis are not hygienic is a fig leaf for other more pernicious justifications.⁴ Others argue that religious garb generally contravenes the French vision of secularism.⁵ Another line of attack against the burkini relates to gender equality. For example, the French Prime

---

⁵ Bandial, supra note 1.
Minister argues that the burkini reinforces the “enslavement of women.”

In this article, I will focus on arguments that justify bans on Muslim women’s religious clothing on the basis that they are oppressive to women. In large part, women who wear the full-face veil are themselves migrants or the progeny of migrants. I will examine the French debates surrounding the ban of the full-face veil in 2010 and the European Court of Human Rights decision that upheld that veil ban. This discussion illustrates that policymakers, feminists and other stakeholders in migrant-receiving countries decontextualize immigrant women’s behavior. That is, their understanding that the veil is oppressive to women in France is sometimes informed by their understanding of the practice in foreign countries. Decontextualization attributes meaning to a practice that it may not have and also fails to recognize the distinct meaning the covering gains in France, a region where Islam is a minority religion.

On the other hand, I will argue that when policymakers in migrant-receiving countries should be open to the possibility that even if they perceive that a practice is oppressive to women in the foreign country, they should not automatically assume that the practice undermines women’s rights in the migrant-receiving country.

Feminist legal theories have been very successful in providing a lens to evaluate laws and regulations from the perspective of women’s equality. However, American feminist legal theory has generally not been open to the view that practices can change meaning so radically when they are undertaken in different geographical contexts.

---


8. See infra Parts IV–V.

9. See infra Part VI.


these theories were largely aimed at assessing and addressing women’s inequality in one country’s context and developing legal remedies to address those harms.\textsuperscript{12} I build on American feminist legal theory to propose a transnational feminist approach.

The thrust of international human rights theory supports the conclusion that if a practice is seen as discriminatory against women in one context it will also have the same impact in another context. The dominant discourse among scholars and practitioners alike views rights as “universal.”\textsuperscript{13} In other words, if a practice violates a right (such as the freedom from gender discrimination) in one country, that same practice undertaken in another country is also deemed to violate human rights. In contrast to universality is cultural relativism.\textsuperscript{14} A strong cultural relativist would argue that even traditional or religious practices that deprive women of autonomy and equality by most objective standards do not contravene human rights.\textsuperscript{15} Under that view, human rights themselves are defined by culture and religion. While I disagree with this framing of cultural relativism, I think that some practices that are brought by immigrants from one country to another cannot simply be explained by universalism. I call these practices “cross-border practices.” The transnational feminist approach I propose opens a theoretical space between cultural relativism and universality with the aim of evaluating whether or not cross-border practices are oppressive to women.\textsuperscript{16} In this article, I do not draw a conclusion about whether or not France’s full-face veil ban adopted in 2010 is consistent with gender equality or is

---

\textsuperscript{12} See, e.g., id. ("[T]he pro-life movement has been increasingly using information, often framed in a distorted way, about the practice and reasons for sex selection abortion in foreign countries.").

\textsuperscript{13} See, e.g., \textit{What are Human Rights?}, U.N. HUM. RTS.: OFF. HIGH COMMISSIONER, http://www.ohchr.org/en/issues/pages/whatarehumanrights.aspx (last visited Dec. 19, 2016) ("Human rights are rights inherent to all human beings, whatever our nationality, place of residence, sex, national or ethnic origin, colour, religion, language, or any other status.").

\textsuperscript{14} Nancy Kim, \textit{Toward a Feminist Theory of Human Rights: Straddling the Fence Between Western Imperialism and Uncritical Absolutism}, 25 COLUM. HUM. RTS. L. REV. 49, 59 (1993) ("Because the meaning of human rights is substantially different from culture to culture, relativists claim that international human rights law is meaningless.").


\textsuperscript{16} See infra Parts II–III.
oppressive to women. Rather I demonstrate why a transnational feminist framework would be helpful in sorting through that question.

In Part II, I explain the limitations of feminist legal theories and international human rights law in understanding cross-border practices.\(^\text{17}\) In Part III, pushing feminist legal theories in transnational directions, I outline the broad features of an approach that takes into account both the context of the country of origin and country of destination of the migrant.\(^\text{18}\) In Part IV, I demonstrate how arguments in support of a veil ban in France relied on the views that the veil is repressive to women in other countries.\(^\text{19}\) In Part V, I explain how the European Court of Human Rights unduly relied on justifications for a veil ban from another context when evaluating the French veil ban.\(^\text{20}\) In Part VI, I describe a methodology to evaluate veil bans in migrant-receiving countries.\(^\text{21}\)

II. CONTEXT AND RIGHTS IN FEMINIST LEGAL THEORIES
AND INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAWS

Traditional American feminist legal theories were successfully used in the United States to push for women’s equality. These theories emerged to address inequalities in one domestic context—the United States.\(^\text{22}\) Liberal feminists promoted gender-neutral laws in all situations without regard to their impact.\(^\text{23}\) While cultural feminists took into account social context, it was always fixed; women had certain shared traits (although the traits were different from men’s traits).\(^\text{24}\) Anti-subordination legal theorists also emphasized the difference between men and women.\(^\text{25}\) Yet they believed that since men and women were not equal in society, treating them the same in the law would not necessarily promote equality.\(^\text{26}\) But again, for these feminists, context is fixed and unchanging.\(^\text{27}\) Consequently, it seems that liberal feminists, cultural feminists, and dominance feminists would all agree on one thing: if a
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\(^{26}\) Id. at 201.

\(^{27}\) See Kalantry I, supra note 11, at 78–79.
policy promotes women’s equality in one country’s context, then it has the same impact in a different country’s context.

In addition, international human rights theory and practice also suggests that once a practice is determined to be oppressive to women in one context, it is presumed to be oppressive when it emerges in a totally distinct context of another country.

A. Context in Traditional Feminist Legal Theories

Contemporary legal feminism traces its roots to the 1970s, when early feminist activists struggled against laws that were formally unequal.28 They pushed for women to be able to engage in traditionally male-dominated activities.29 Prior to the 1980s, many laws contained sex-based distinctions.30 For example, only women could receive alimony, only men could be drafted, and the age of majority was different for men and women.31 Essentially, laws were motivated by the idea that a woman’s appropriate role was in the private sphere of family and the home.32 This form of feminism, which reacted against such laws, is often referred to as “liberal feminism.”33

In the 1970s, court victories erased many formal gender-based distinctions in the law. One prominent example is the case of Reed v. Reed where the U.S. Supreme Court held a statute that permitted only men to be executors of an estate unconstitutional.34 It should be noted that 1970s feminists would advocate not only for changing laws that benefit only men, but also for changing laws that benefit only women. For example, they helped to eradicate the “tender years doctrine,” which gave women preference in child custody cases.35 These feminists emphasized “women’s similarity to men.”36 Most liberal feminists would not push the law beyond formal equality with men.

28. See, e.g., Cain, supra note 25, at 197.
29. See id. at 211–12.
31. See, e.g., id. (questioning whether “Alabama alimony statutes which provide that husbands, but not wives, may be required to pay alimony upon divorce” are constitutional).
32. See id. at 279–80.
33. MARTHA CHAMALLAS, INTRODUCTION TO FEMINIST LEGAL THEORY 25 (Richard A. Epstein et al. eds., 1999).
36. CHAMALLAS, supra note 33, at 24–25.
In liberal feminism, context is nearly irrelevant. Making laws
gender neutral and ensuring formal equality is assumed to promote
women’s equality, regardless of their impact on society.\textsuperscript{37} That is,
liberal feminists assumed that giving women the same rights as men
would translate into women’s equality on the ground level.\textsuperscript{38} It was
difficult for them to contend with biological differences where equal
treatment could be disadvantageous to women.\textsuperscript{39}

Taking feminism in a new direction, scholars emerging in the
1980s emphasized women’s differences from men and proposed that
any evaluation of laws and policies should take that fundamental
notion into account.\textsuperscript{40} Taking their cue from Carol Gilligan’s work,
cultural feminists found that women’s behavioral differences were
tied to their sex.\textsuperscript{41} Critics of cultural feminism argue that sex
“essentializes” women’s behavior.\textsuperscript{42} While these feminists took into
account social context, their thinking was always fixed—all women
shared certain traits that were different from those of men.\textsuperscript{43}

Anti-subordination legal theorists also emphasized the difference
between men and women.\textsuperscript{44} Men’s and women’s different roles and
privileges in society contributed to women’s inequality.\textsuperscript{45} If men and
women were not equal in society, then treating them the same in the
law would not necessarily promote equality.\textsuperscript{46} These scholars
believed that gender was socially constructed rather than fixed.\textsuperscript{47}
According to a prominent anti-subordination theorist, Catharine
MacKinnon, women’s inequality in society was the result of
oppression by men, not biology. MacKinnon’s approach rejected the idea that men and women should be treated identically. Instead, she believes that in some cases identical treatment can lead to subordination. Anti-subordination theorists would be willing to deviate from formally equal laws if doing so would benefit women in practice.

For MacKinnon, however, even though the impact of laws must be evaluated within context, the context is fixed and unchanging. Her theory is animated by the assumption that every society is defined by male dominance over women. In her view, the legal system was principally designed to perpetuate male dominance over women. Sexual abuse and sexual relationships were the fundamental ways in which women were oppressed. Consequently, under dominance theory, if a policy promotes women’s equality in one country’s context, then it would be assumed to have the same impact in a different country’s context. Thus, the mainline feminist legal theories could not conceive of a practice as contextual—having

48. MACKINNON, supra note 40, at 95 (“[W]omen as a group are dominated by men as a group, and therefore as individuals. . . . [W]omen are subordinated in society, not by personal nature or by biology.”).
49. See id. at 226–27 (“Abstract equality necessarily reinforces the inequalities of the status quo to the extent that it evenly reflects an unequal social arrangement.”).
50. See id. at 234 (“The mainstream law of equality assumes that society is already fundamentally equal. It gives women legally no more than they already have socially, and little it cannot also give them. Actually doing anything for women under sex equality law is thus stigmatized as special protection or affirmative action rather than simply recognized as nondiscrimination or equality for the first time.”).
51. See, e.g., West, supra note 22, at 59 (discussing the disparate effects on men and women arising from rape law); see also MACKINNON, supra note 40, at 241–42 (discussing laws that that “purport to protect women as part of the community,” but actually serve to subordinate women).
52. See CHAMALLAS, supra note 33, at 18 (“The theme of some recent feminist scholarship can be described as ‘the more things change, the more they stay the same.’”).
53. See MACKINNON, supra note 40, at 237 (arguing that “[l]iberal legalism is . . . a medium for making male dominance both invisible and legitimate by adopting the male point of view in law at the same time as it enforces that view on society.”).
56. It should be noted that context (though not geographic context) was very important to feminist legal methods. In describing the various feminist legal methods, Professor Bartlett discusses context in the following ways: the context of multiple identities, the social context, the factual context of a case, the context of community norms, and the historical context. See Katharine T. Bartlett, Feminist Legal Methods, 103 HARV. L. REV. 829, 849–51, 854 (1990).
differing impacts on women’s equality based on the magnitude of the practice, social norms of inequality within which the practice manifests itself, and other contextual factors.

B. Context in International Human Rights Law: Universality v. Cultural Relativism

The debate about whether international human rights should apply universally across cultures and countries or whether they should vary based on culture is age-old. In the early 1990s, this binary frame to human rights also elicited much debate about women’s rights. A “strong” cultural relativist would “assert that culture is the sole or primary source of the validity of a practice or claim to a moral right.” The supporters of universalism often draw upon natural law and reason and argue that there are objective standards by which to judge human conduct and to create law. Universalism “assumes that there is a law that is so basic, so ‘natural,’ that it exists in all communities.”

Debates emerged between feminists and cultural relativists—“[w]hat feminists view as inequality,” a cultural relativist would claim “is actually egalitarianism ‘in unfamiliar contexts.’” What Western feminists may consider oppressive, Western cultural relativists may consider cultural preservation. For example, much feminist debate ensued in the 1990s about whether or not the practice of female genital cutting was oppressive to women in Africa.


58. See Kim, supra note 14, at 56.

59. See id. at 56.

60. Id. at 63–64.

61. Kim, supra note 14, at 63–64.

62. Id. at 61.

63. Id.

64. Id.
Tracy Higgins, a feminist and international human rights legal scholar, astutely observed the intervention of anti-essentialist feminists in the debates between universalism and cultural relativism in international human rights theory and policy. She notes the parallels in the critiques made by anti-essentialist feminists against mainstream feminism to the critiques made by relativists to universalism.

Responding to this division, anti-essentialist feminists have attempted to rethink both the various descriptions of gender oppression that have been offered and the assumption that gender oppression can be described meaningfully along a single axis. Instead, they have focused on local, contextualized problems of gender oppression. In this sense, anti-essentialism's criticism of general accounts of women's oppression parallels cultural relativism's critique of universal theories of human rights. Like cultural relativism, feminist anti-essentialism seems to lead to the conclusion that gender inequality cannot be explained cross-culturally.

In observing the challenges in resolving the debate between the universalists and relativists, Professor Higgins points out that:

Confronted with the challenge of cultural relativism, feminism faces divergent paths, neither of which seems to lead out of the woods of patriarchy. The first path, leading to simple tolerance of cultural difference, is too broad. To follow it would require feminists to ignore pervasive limits on women's freedom in the name of an autonomy that exists for women in theory only. The other path, leading to objective condemnation of cultural practices, is too narrow. To follow it would require feminists to dismiss the culturally distinct experiences of women as false consciousness.

She concluded that, “For feminists, the challenge is simultaneously to reject universalist human rights claims that fail to account for

66. Id. at 102–03.
67. Id.
68. Id. at 125–26.
difference and to embrace a normative conception of gender justice that is critical of patriarchy across cultures." I heed her warning. My proposal is not a wide-scale rejection of a common notion of gender equality; rather, I argue at the margins for some flexibility.

Moreover, I am asking a different question from those addressed by early feminist debates in international human rights. The question those debates revolved around was whether or not a practice was repressive to women within the context in which it originated. On the other hand, the question I ask in this article is whether or not a practice that is undertaken in a context other than the one in which it originated is oppressive to women.

These two sets of questions have not always been treated separately in international human rights theory. Questions about cross-border practices (i.e., practices brought from one country to another by migrants) have not been distinguished from the questions about whether or not human rights are universal or culturally relative.

Universality has largely won the day in international human rights law and practice. International human rights organizations are reluctant to deviate from the principle of universality, in part, because it gives their positions moral authority. They may also feel uncomfortable taking conflicting positions on the same practice (e.g., that veil bans are permissible in one country, but not in another). Some scholars and advocates may resist deviating from universality as it implies the acceptance of cultural relativism. For all of these reasons, the thrust of international human rights discourse generally has not been amenable to the view that a practice could be a human rights violation in one context, but not in another.

C. Context in Karima Bennoune’s Work

Professor Karima Bennoune’s work pushes against the notion of universality. Focusing on veil bans in Europe, she argues that whether or not veil bans are appropriate depends on the context. She points out that her proposal provides “an innovative contextual

69. Id. at 105.
71. See supra notes 10–16 and accompanying text.
72. See generally Donnelly, supra note 57 (exploring “several different senses of ‘universal’ human rights”).
73. See id. at 291.
approach to assessing the international legality of bans in public schools on ‘modest’ garments claimed to be required by religious beliefs for Muslim women.\(^\text{75}\) She elaborates that a contextual analysis of bans on modest dress of Muslim women would examine a range of factors:

[T]he impact of the garments on other women (or girls) in the same environment; coercion of women in the context, including activities of religious extremist organizations; gender discrimination; related violence against women in the location; the motivation of those imposing the restriction; Islamophobia, if relevant, or religious discrimination in the context; the alternatives to restrictions; the possible consequences for human rights both of restrictions and a lack thereof; and whether or not there has been consultation with impacted constituencies (both those impacted by restrictions and by a lack of restrictions on such garments), and, if so, what their views are.\(^\text{76}\)

She examines two court decisions—the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) judgment in *Sahin v. Turkey* (2004)\(^\text{77}\) and the British House of Lords judgment in *Begum v. Headteacher*.\(^\text{78}\) In *Sahin*, the ECHR held that Turkey’s ban on the headscarf in universities did not violate the European Convention on Human Rights’ guarantee of religious expression.\(^\text{79}\) On the other hand, in *Begum*, the House of Lords upheld a school’s ban on the *jilbab*, which is a long cloak covering everything but the head, hands, and feet.\(^\text{80}\) While she appears to be open to the possibility that veil bans are impermissible in some countries but not in others, Bennoune finds the bans to be justified in both countries she considered—Turkey and the U.K.\(^\text{81}\)

In *Sahin*, the issue before the ECHR was whether the Turkish ban violated a woman’s right to free expression under the European Convention of Human Rights (“Convention”).\(^\text{82}\) Under the

---

75. *Id.* at 367.
76. *Id.* at 396.
Convention, this right can be limited in order to protect the rights of others. Bennoune asserts that the Turkish ban was appropriate because “[e]ven to the extent that for some women, the choice to wear a headscarf is their own, and is for them an expression of religious belief, this limitation on that choice is necessary in context to protect the rights of others.”

She also concludes that the ban in the United Kingdom on the more restrictive clothing was appropriate in a situation where a less restrictive headscarf was still available and where there was evidence that some girls would have felt coerced into wearing the restrictive dress if it were not banned. Bennoune points out that her conclusion that the bans were appropriate in both Turkey and the U.K. cases hinges upon the fact that they were in “public educational institutions, which shape the identities of future generations and forge the public consensus about gender roles and equality.”

On the other hand, she argues that while bans in Turkey and the U.K. were appropriate, it would be inappropriate to ban it in the American law school where she teaches because so few women wear them. The magnitude of the practice in the context in which it occurs appears to be an important consideration in determining whether to ban it. Even though she believes both bans in Turkey and the U.K. were appropriate, her contextual approach in evaluating bans leaves open the possibility that in some contexts, veil bans may not be appropriate. Bennoune also briefly discusses France’s 2004 law restricting religious dress in schools, but does not draw any conclusions about its legitimacy. She notes that “[t]he French law perches in between as a truly hard case.” In Part IV, I discuss France’s full-face ban adopted in 2010, three years after the publication of Bennoune’s article. I build on Bennoune’s approach to veil bans to develop a methodology for evaluating the human rights consequences of veil bans.

84. Bennoune, supra note 74, at 386.
85. Id. at 412–13.
86. Id. at 386.
87. Id. at 389–90.
88. Id. at 396.
89. See id. at 416.
90. Id. at 413–16.
91. Id. at 416.
III. TRANSNATIONAL FEMINIST LEGAL APPROACH TO CROSS-BORDER PRACTICES

As described above, American feminist legal theory has generally taken a universal understanding to rights: if a practice is viewed as harmful to women in one country context, it will also be assumed to be harmful to women in another country context. Similarly, under international human rights doctrine, there are two main ways to understand human rights: universal or culturally relative. The principle of universal—that everyone essentially has the same human rights everywhere—has won the day among modern human rights organizations, institutions, and scholarship. Any deviation from universality is thought to be an argument in favor of cultural relativism. Under the extreme version of cultural relativism, human rights gain meaning from religious and cultural values in any given society. Something is considered a human right in any given society only if it is consistent with cultural values.

I argue for a position somewhere between those polar opposites. I propose a transnational feminist legal approach to cross-border practices, which recognizes that a practice can contravene women's equality in one social and country context, but may not have the same impact in another. Some practices change meaning over time and in different social, historical, political, and other contexts. I developed this transnational feminist methodology in greater depth elsewhere.

92. See Kim, supra note 14, at 49–50.
93. Higgins, supra note 65, at 93.
94. Kim, supra note 14, at 63–64.
95. See Higgins, supra note 65, at 91.
97. See generally Donnelly, supra note 57, at 411 (“Human rights are inherently ‘individualistic’; they are rights held by individuals in relation to, even against, the state and society.”).
98. See, e.g., Kalantry I, supra note 11, at 64–65 (proposing a contextualized feminist approach while discussing the legality of sex-selective abortion); SITAL KALANTARY, WOMEN'S HUMAN RIGHTS AND MIGRATION: SEX-SELECTIVE ABORTION LAWS IN THE UNITED STATES AND INDIA (forthcoming 2017) [hereinafter KALANTARY II].
99. See, e.g., Bartlett, supra note 56, at 877–78 (“[T]he postmodern view posits that the realities experienced by the subject are not in any way transcendent or representational, but rather particular and fluctuating, constituted within a complex set of social contexts. Within this position, being human, or female, is strictly a matter of social, historical, and cultural construction.”).
100. See, e.g., Kalantry I, supra note 11, at 64–65 (proposing a contextualized feminist approach while discussing the legality of sex-selective abortion); KALANTRY II, supra note 98.
and have examined sex-selective abortion bans through the lens of this framework. 101

I want to be clear that I am not arguing that all cross-border practices are consistent with women’s equality or that none of them should be prohibited. Nor am I arguing that all cross-border practices are morally acceptable. I am simply suggesting that we need to be open to the possibility that a cross-border practice, although harmful to women in one country, may not be oppressive when undertaken in another country.

It is important to make this distinction because, in some cases, bans on a practice that are justified for the sake of promoting women’s equality do not necessarily promote equality, but rather only restrict other rights of women. 102 For example, bans on sex-selective abortion burden reproductive rights and bans on veils impinge on free exercise of religion. 103 In weighing costs and benefits of bans on cross-border practices, people in migrant-receiving countries may erroneously overvalue the negative impact of the practice, particularly if they assume that the consequences of the practice are the same in their own country as they are in the country of origin of the immigrant.

American feminist legal theory might suggest that we need only focus on the context where a regulation is being considered (i.e., the migrant-receiving country). On the other hand, international human rights law and theory shines light on the context where the practice first emerged and was first labeled as oppressive to women (i.e., the migrant-sending country).

The insights in the field of transnational law draw attention to the importance of both the migrant-receiving and migrant-sending contexts in evaluating whether a regulation by a migrant-receiving country on immigrant women’s behavior will promote equality or contravene it. Transnational law is distinct from international law, which governs the relationships between countries. Transnational law highlights the interactions of domestic laws in the increasingly global web of connections among people, corporations, as well as goods, services, and knowledge. Consequently, a transnational


103. See id. at 64; Adrien Katherine Wing & Monica Nigh Smith, Critical Race Feminism Lifts the Veil?: Muslim Women, France, and the Headscarf Ban, 39 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 743, 757 (2006).
approach encourages us to focus on multiple contexts in evaluating a ban in one country.

In the migrant-receiving country, researchers and policymakers should examine the gendered nature of social institutions, the historic subjugation and inequality of women, and other factors that give meaning to the practice as discriminatory to women in the migrant-receiving country. Researchers should also investigate the scope and magnitude of the cross-border practice in question.

The migrant-receiving country context should also be examined in detail. Researchers should attempt to determine how widespread the practice is in that country. What are the individual motives for women who undertake it? What societal institutions contribute to giving meaning to the practice as discriminatory?

After understanding the practices in the two contexts (the context where the practice is carried out by migrants and the context where the practice has longer historical roots), I propose a comparative study of these contexts. Do women undertake the practice at the same rate? Do the same social institutions that contribute to the practice exist in the country of destination? What (if any) societal factors present in the migrant-receiving country that give rise to the practice that are in fact not present in the migrant-sending country? Are there different factors in the migrant-receiving country that explain the reasons for the practice? Through this comparative study, we can better determine the human rights impact of the practice in the migrant-receiving countries.

In evaluating bans on cross-border practices, I caution policymakers, feminists, voters, and others from relying too heavily on the context of a foreign country in understanding a practice in their own country even when it is undertaken by migrants from that foreign country. At the same time, the context of the foreign country cannot be ignored. It is important to understand the scope, results, and causes of the same practice in another country and to compare them to the scope, results, and causes of the practice in the migrant-receiving country. By doing this, we are able to determine whether or not the factors that contribute to making a practice oppressive in one context are also present in another country’s context.

Additionally, I encourage people in migrant-receiving countries who think otherwise to recognize that culture is not fixed in time and space and that it is not the sole driver for the behavior of immigrants
in their country. Instead, motives for the behavior of immigrants in the country of destination may be different than the motives for the same behaviors in the country of origin of the migrant. Policymakers, feminists, and stakeholders should seek to understand from women who engage in the practice their reasons for doing so. For example, when veil-wearers in France were asked why they wore the veil, some women said they do so as an assertion of their identity in a country where they are a minority, not because they are forced to do it.

Finally, in evaluating restrictions on cross-border practices, policymakers should be open to the possibility that a practice that seems oppressive to women in one country is not oppressive in another country. Failure to consider the contextual nature of cross-border practices means that in the name of promoting gender equality, in some cases migrant-receiving countries are adopting prohibitions that trample on the rights of immigrant women.

In the next section, I demonstrate how policymakers, feminists, and others in France relied on information and their knowledge about the practice of veiling in foreign countries to support a ban on veils that cover a woman’s face in France.

IV. DECONTEXTUALIZATION IN THE FULL-FACE VEIL BAN DISCOURSE IN FRANCE

In this section, I describe how behavior, motives, and harms were decontextualized in the debates around the banning of the full-face veil in France. I refer to “decontextualization” as taking information about certain groups of people whose behaviors, motives, and attitudes are shaped by and respond to a certain political, historical, economic, and social context and then transposing that information to another group of people who live in a completely different context.

In 2004, France prohibited girls from wearing headscarves in schools. Six years later, in 2010, France banned women from

105. See, e.g., Kalantry I, supra note 11, at 78 (proposing a “country-by-country” approach to sex selection).
107. See infra Part V.
covering their full faces in public spaces. \footnote{The House of Representatives has translated this law as follows: “in schools, junior high schools and high schools, signs and dress that conspicuously show the religious affiliation of students are forbidden.” H.R. Res. 528, 108th Cong. (2004), https://www.congress.gov/bill/108th-congress/house-resolution/528/text.} The text of the law did not specifically target Muslims, but it was clear that it was meant to address their veils. \footnote{Jennifer Heider, Unveiling the Truth Behind the French Burqa Ban: The Unwarranted Restriction of the Right to Freedom of Religion and the European Court of Human Rights, 22 Ind. Int’l & Comp. L. Rev. 93, 93 & n.7 (2012).} The law applies only to full-face coverings and states that “[n]o one may, in public places, wear clothing designed to conceal the face.” \footnote{Id. at 95.} These bans are largely justified in terms of women’s equality. \footnote{Loi n° 2010-776 11 octobre 2010 interdisant la dissimulation du visage dans l’espace public [Law 2010-1192 of 11 October 2010 on the Prohibition on the Concealment of the Face in Public], Journal Officiel de la Republique Francaise [J.O.] [OFFICIAL GAZETTE OF FRANCE], Oct. 12, 2010, p. 18344, translated in S.A.S. v. France, 2014-III Eur. Ct. H.R. 341, ¶ 74.}

Some might believe that veil bans are motivated primarily by an animus towards Muslims and that women’s equality is merely a secondary concern or a pretext. \footnote{See Heider, supra note 109, at 116–17.} To these people, women’s equality arguments are deployed as a strategy to gain support for the ban. \footnote{See, e.g., Bennoune, supra note 74, at 394 (justifying veil bans by citing women’s rights, when Islamophobia is the real motivation).} Even if that is true, many people who are not primarily motivated by racial or anti-Muslim bias support the veil ban. \footnote{See, e.g., id. (“Some [human rights advocates] seem to be less willing to decry violations of women’s human rights, in the Muslim world and Muslim communities, including those that involve pressure to wear ‘modest’ dress, because of the rise in prejudice against Muslims and Islam.”).} In France, many veil-ban advocates truly believe that the veil is oppressive to women. \footnote{See Heider, supra note 109, at 93.} The trouble is that rampant reference to other contexts clouds an accurate understanding of the situation in France.

During the discussions surrounding the veil ban, the perception of the magnitude of the practice was greater than the reality. One of the justifications for the ban was safety: it was necessary to protect the public. \footnote{S.A.S. v. France, 2014-III Eur. Ct. H.R. 341, ¶ 25.} The French government argued that veiled women could commit identity fraud by covering their faces. \footnote{Id., ¶ 82.} France could only have been concerned about public safety if policymakers thought that people were veiling in great numbers. However, the reality is that
very few women were wearing the full-face veil in France at the time of the ban.

Indeed, a study cited by the European Court of Human Rights found that only 1900 women in France wore the full-face covering.\textsuperscript{119} It seems that people who pushed for the law assumed that because women in some Muslim countries wear the veil, many Muslim women living in France may also be veiling.\textsuperscript{120} Perhaps this assumption developed in response to a growing Muslim immigrant population in France.\textsuperscript{121} Contrary to widespread assumptions, however, empirical studies have found that the face veil is not worn exclusively by recent immigrants.\textsuperscript{122} European-born women—women who have lived in Europe most of their lives—and European religious converts both were shown to wear face veils.\textsuperscript{123} Alternatively, the rationale could have been symbolic: policymakers wanted to take a stand against a practice they found to be oppressive even though proponents of the practice claimed it was part of their religion.

Eva Brems, a human rights professor at Ghent University, points out that women who wore the veil were rarely consulted about their reasons for wearing it.\textsuperscript{124} When the Parliamentary Commission of Inquiry in France evaluated the ban, it “heard about 200 witnesses and experts.”\textsuperscript{125} The Commission “sent out questionnaires to several French Embassies.”\textsuperscript{126} But it failed to seek out a single woman who

\textsuperscript{119} Id. ¶ 145.
\textsuperscript{120} See generally id. ¶ 16 (demonstrating that the belief that a majority of Muslim women in France wear a full-face veil is inaccurate because the veil “was a recent phenomenon in France” and was worn only by an estimated 1,900 women).
\textsuperscript{122} Eva Brems, Introduction to the Volume, in THE EXPERIENCES OF FACE VEIL WEARERS IN EUROPE AND THE LAW 13 (Eva Brems ed., 2014) [hereinafter Brems I].
\textsuperscript{123} See id.; A Voice Behind the Veil: Planning to Defy a French Law, TIME, http://content.time.com/time/video/player/0,32068,753330077001_2042878,00.html (last visited Dec. 19, 2016) (interviewing a Muslim woman who was born and raised in France that chose to wear a face veil because of her spirituality).
\textsuperscript{124} See Brems I, supra note 122, at 2–3.
\textsuperscript{126} Id.
actually wore a face veil. The lone exception was one woman, who appeared before the Commission at her own request. Some people perceive that women in foreign countries are forced or coerced to wear veils. Instead of conducting empirical research about why women veiled in France, some people may have relied on their understanding of the reasons for veiling in foreign countries. Moreover, many scholars have argued against the coercion narrative that prevails about veiling. Saba Mahmood, for example, has pointed out that wearing the veil is empowering to women even in countries where it is common practice. Leila Ahmed’s work about the resurgence of the veil also notes that for many women it is voluntary. The narrative that Muslim women are coerced to wear a veil in Islamic countries is then projected onto Muslim women living in France. According to Joan Scott’s work, *The Politics of the Veil*, “two investigative bodies [were] appointed to look into the issue of headscarves in public schools.” They found that wearing headscarves was “either...a denial of freedom or a loss of reason.” Scott notes that, in the French debate, the veil has never been seen as “reasonable choice.” While the investigative bodies admitted that “a few (certains) girls considered the veil a means of emancipation, the National Assembly study group insisted that many more (beaucoup) felt it oppressive.” According to psychoanalyst Elisabeth Roudinesco, the veil was thought to be a “curtain” that shrouds young girls in silence. Of course, as Scott points out, there was no actual data to support the claim. The coercion narrative also underlays the 2010 law, which contains a provision punishing people who force a woman to conceal her face. There are probably
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women who wear the face veil due to overt or implicit coercion, but those situations are overstated in the debates.139

The coercion narrative prevailed in France despite the fact that many Muslim women argued that they wore the veil because of “individual choice and not community pressure.”140 Women who wore the veil in France also pointed out that they wore it for different reasons than women in Muslim-majority countries.141 In interviews, girls said they wore veils as an expression of self-identity in a country where they are a minority.142 Some women wore the veil precisely because it was used to discriminate against Muslims in France.143 By embracing a symbol that was used to discriminate against them, they lessened the power of its oppression.144 It should be noted that not all Muslim women oppose the ban.145 Some French Muslim women’s rights activists agree that the veil is “a tool of oppression, alienation, discrimination, and an instrument of men’s power over women.”146

Unlike countries where the veil is required by law or by social pressure, women in France are exposed to the view that the veil is contrary to gender equality.147 While in some countries there may be societal pressure to veil, in France the mainstream societal pressure is the opposite.148 The only pressure to veil (if at all) in France would be from family, relatives, and other friends with the same beliefs.149 Although this pressure can be significant, it is not the same as the pressure to conform to societal norms in countries where veiling is widespread.
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149. See generally Kim Willsher, French Muslim Women on Burqa Ban Ruling: ‘All I Want Is to Live in Peace,’ Guardian (July 1, 2014, 2:26 PM). https://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/jul/01/french-muslim-women-burqa-ban-ruling (“[S]he had suffered ‘absolutely no pressure’ from her family or relatives to wear the burqa and was prepared to uncover her face for identity checks, but insisted on the right to wear the veil.”).
Moreover, in many other countries, such as Iran, women are required to wear some form of veil by law. By comparing the French situation to those countries, we are not able to clearly understand the reasons women in France veil. It is fair to say that a law that makes the veil mandatory is coercive. But it is problematic to assume that it is coercive in France just because of the context countries.

Many argued that women who claimed to veil voluntarily were under a “false consciousness” or duped by their own religion. The Constitutional Court of Belgium’s decision in upholding the veil ban in Belgium exemplifies this position:

Even where the wearing of the full-face veil is the result of a deliberate choice on the part of the woman, the principle of gender equality, which the legislature has rightly regarded as a fundamental value of democratic society, justifies the opposition by the State, in the public sphere, to the manifestation of a religious conviction by conduct that cannot be reconciled with this principle of gender equality. . . . [T]he wearing of a full-face veil deprives women – to whom this requirement is solely applicable – of a fundamental element of their individuality which is indispensable for living in society and for the establishment of social contacts.

The court argued that even in respect of women who chose to veil themselves, they were denying themselves gender equality. By this argument, the court imposed its version of gender equality on all

151. See William Langley, France’s Burka Ban is a Victory for Tolerance, TELEGRAPH (Oct. 21, 2014, 7:30 AM),
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women and disregarded women’s decisions about their competing priorities (e.g., the right to religion, right to identity, gender equality, etc.) that are at stake in the decision to wear the veil.\footnote{See Saida Ouaid Chaib, Belgian Constitutional Court Says Ban on Face Coverings Does Not Violate Human Rights, Strasbourg Observers (Dec. 14, 2012), https://strasbourgobervers.com/2012/12/14/belgian-constitutional-court-ban-on-face-coverings-does-not-violate-human-rights/.}

The idea that Muslim women who veil themselves have no agency was recently articulated by Laurence Rossignol, the French minister of women’s rights, in a controversy around women’s fashion.\footnote{Richard Hartley-Parkinson, French Minister Compares Muslims Who Wear Veils to ‘Negroes Who Supported Slavery,’ Metro (Mar. 31, 2016, 8:35 AM), http://metro.co.uk/2016/03/31/french-minister-compares-muslims-who-wear-veils-to-negroes-who-supported-slavery-5785783/}{155} Objecting to designer labels that have begun to create modest dress for women, including fashion styles that cover a woman’s hair, Ms. Rossignol argued that “[w]hen brands invest in this Islamic garment market, they are shirking their responsibilities and are promoting women’s bodies being locked up.”\footnote{Id.} She then compared Muslim women to “consenting slaves,” but later recanted that part of her statement.\footnote{Id.} As noted above, after the brutal massacre by a terrorist in Nice, France, many French cities have begun to ban modest swimwear that Muslim women wear, known as the “burkini.”\footnote{Katie Mettler, Burkini Beach Brawl Leads Third French City in a Week to Ban the Swimsuit for Muslim Women, Wash. Post (Aug. 16, 2016), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/morning-mix/wp/2016/08/16/burkini-beach-brawl-leads-third-french-city-in-a-week-to-ban-the-swimsuit-for-muslim-women/}{158}

In addition to ascribing motives based on their understanding in foreign countries, some people in France also assumed that the consequences of allowing women to veil in France would be similar to those in foreign countries.\footnote{Scott, supra note 106, at 176.}{159} Caroline Fourest, a leading supporter of the headscarf ban in schools, insists that “Islamists were engaged in a political conspiracy the aim of which was the oppression of women and the elimination of secularism—in short, that the experience of Iran was about to be imported into France.”\footnote{Id. at 175–76.}{160} The claim, therefore, was that the veil was part of the oppression of women in Iran and that oppression would be replicated in France.\footnote{Id. at 176.}{161}

In this section, I have shown how perceptions about why women veil in other countries (which themselves were sometimes inaccurate) were used to further bans on veiling in France. With the emphasis on
how the veil may be used as a tool of oppression by some governments, the voices of women in France who claim the veil as an expression of religion and identity were sidelined. In the next section, I discuss how the European Court of Human Rights opinion upholding France’s full-face veil ban relied on its decision about a veil ban in a Muslim-majority country.

V. DECONTEXTUALIZATION AND THE EUROPEAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS DECISION ON FRANCE’S FULL-FACE VEIL BAN

The European Court of Human Rights (ECHR or court) reviews petitions brought by individuals against countries that are signatories to the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (the Convention) alleging violations under the Convention.162 In 2011, a French woman brought a petition to the ECHR arguing that France’s full-face veil ban discussed above violates a number of provisions of the Convention.163 The main claim the ECHR opinion focused on was whether the French veil ban violates a woman’s right to express her religious views.164 I demonstrate how the court referred to a case from another context (Turkey) in justifying its decision to uphold the French veil ban.165 I argue that it relied too heavily on justifications for a veil ban in another context in making a decision to uphold the ban in France.

Article 9 of the Convention states that everyone has the “[f]reedom to manifest one’s religion or beliefs.”166 The ECHR agreed that the petitioner was indeed exercising her religious beliefs when she chose to wear the veil (which she noted she did only occasionally).167 But this right is not without limit in the Convention. The exercise of one’s religion can be limited by the state if “necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national security, public safety or the economic wellbeing of the country, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health or morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others.”168 France offered a number of reasons for the limitation, including a public safety
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rationale. The court rejected the public safety rationale because it found that the state could simply require women to remove their coverings when needed to verify their identities and that there was no other general public safety threat being caused by women wearing veils.

The court also rejected gender equality as an appropriate reason to limit exercise of religious liberty because the petitioner who was asking for the right to veil was a woman. The court noted that “[France] cannot invoke gender equality in order to ban a practice that is defended by women—such as the applicant.” In rejecting gender equality as a rationale, the court avoided the objectionable presumption that women who veil do so because they are duped or have a “false consciousness.”

But the court did find one justification offered by France to be persuasive. It found that wearing the veil contravenes the notion of “living together.” The court stated:

[It] takes into account the respondent State’s point that the face plays an important role in social interaction. It can understand the view that individuals who are present in places open to all may not wish to see practices or attitudes developing there which would fundamentally call into question the possibility of open interpersonal relationships, which, by virtue of an established consensus, forms an indispensable element of community life within the society in question. The Court is therefore able to accept that the barrier raised against others by a veil concealing the face is perceived by the respondent State as breaching the right of others to live in a space of socialisation which makes living together easier.

The court further pointed out that: “From that perspective, the respondent State is seeking to protect a principle of interaction between individuals, which in its view is essential for the expression not only of pluralism, but also of tolerance and broadmindedness without which there is no democratic society.”
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The court reasoned that although wearing the face veil was a valid exercise of the freedom of religion guaranteed under the Convention, the veil prevented people in France from living together. It further found that “living together” was an element of the “protection of the rights and freedoms of others,” which is a valid reason under the Convention for a state to limit a person’s exercise of religion. The court allowed for restrictions on religious freedom even if, in exercising his or her religious freedom, a person infringes upon others’ rights by creating barriers to interactions between people.

The dissent was quick to point out that “[t]he very general concept of ‘living together’ does not fall directly under any of the rights and [guarantees] . . . within the Convention.” Eva Brems is even more pointed—she correctly argues that there is no legal right to “see the face of others in a public space.” She further points out that in her empirical study she found that veil-wearers reported to have significant public exchanges and connections. She reports that many women she interviewed expressed a self-image that included them as open or sociable persons. The women felt communication was possible even when wearing a full-face veil. The idea of equating social exchange with “face-to-face” interactions is a Western cultural notion.

The court essentially found that the concept, “living together,” which does not even rise to the level of a right, trumps another person’s fundamental right to religious expression. Upon finding that limiting the religious exercise of face veil wearers was permissible under the Convention, the court then gave wide latitude and deference to France’s interpretation by using a doctrine called “margin of appreciation.” This doctrine gives countries great discretion in adopting laws in “grey areas” where there is not a clear contravention of the Convention.
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However, in this balancing of rights, it does not seem appropriate to deny someone her right to religion (which is an established fundamental and human right in most jurisdictions, including under the European Convention on Human Rights) in favor of others who feel they are not able to “live together” with someone who is covering her face. The court accepted a weak justification for the law. It may have done so because it agrees that full-face veil bans promote women’s equality. However, it may not have wanted to explicitly articulate that position because then it would be implying the woman who was challenging the veil ban was under a “false consciousness” or duped by her religion.  

In holding in favor of France, the court refused to follow other commentators who noted that the veil ban contravened the Convention. For example, it rejected the viewpoint of the Commissioner for Human Rights of the Council of Europe that “[p]rohibition of the burqa and the niqab will not liberate oppressed women, but might instead lead to their further exclusion and alienation in European societies.” The court also refused to follow the Supreme Court of Spain, which found a veil ban unconstitutional because of the voluntary nature of the full-face veil. In that case, the Spanish court found that it was not possible to restrict a constitutional freedom based on the mere supposition that women who wore veils did so under duress. The Spanish court concluded that the limitations in question could not be regarded as necessary in a democratic society.  

Lastly, the court that adjudicated the French full-face veil ban paid no heed to academic legal writings that cautioned that a ban on the wearing of the full-face veil would result in isolating the same women it was meant to protect, and it would “[t]hus be incompatible with the objective of ensuring the social integration of groups of immigrant origin.”

In justifying its decision, the court cited Sahin v. Turkey, in which the ECHR found that Turkey’s law banning headscarves in
universities did not violate the Convention.\(^{196}\) Unlike most domestic courts, the ECHR is not bound by its prior decisions (i.e., they have no precedential value).\(^{197}\) However, in an empirical study of ECHR decisions, Yonatan Lupu and Erik Voeten argued that the ECHR uses prior decisions much in the same way as U.S. courts as well as other common law courts do.\(^{198}\) Moreover, even though it cites prior decisions, the ECHR does so without consideration of the country’s context.\(^{199}\)

The court cited \textit{Sahin} seventeen times in its decision on the French veil ban.\(^{200}\) Each time the court referred to \textit{Sahin}, it was for propositions that ultimately supported its legal conclusion in favor of France.\(^{201}\) For example, in citing \textit{Sahin} as well as other cases, the court notes that “[i]n democratic societies, in which several religions coexist within one and the same population, it may be necessary to place limitations on freedom to manifest one’s religion or beliefs in order to reconcile the interests of the various groups and ensure that everyone’s beliefs are respected.”\(^{202}\) The court again cites \textit{Sahin} to support the view that restrictions on religious garb do not violate Article 9 of the Convention.\(^{203}\)

Moreover, even though the court extensively referred to \textit{Sahin} in the opinion in which it held the French veil ban did not violate the Convention, it did not once distinguish the political and social context of Turkey from that of France.\(^{204}\) Its failure to specifically articulate the differences between the French context and the Turkish context is even more surprising given that the court specifically noted in its opinion that context matters in adjudicating bans on behavior in the name of women’s rights.\(^{205}\)
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In Sahin, the ECHR found that Turkey’s ban of headscarves only in universities was necessary to protect the “rights and freedoms of others” and the “protecting [of] public order.” The court agreed that “[i]mposing limitations on freedom in this sphere may, therefore, be regarded as meeting a pressing social need by seeking to achieve those two legitimate aims, especially since, as the Turkish courts stated[], this religious symbol has taken on political significance in Turkey in recent years.

Although the ECHR failed to mention it, the circumstances in the Sahin case are clearly distinguishable from those in the French full-face veil ban case. The court in Sahin justified its holding on the ground that there was evidence that the pressure to veil was in fact coming from a rising radical interpretation of Islam. Perhaps the veil was being used as a way to maintain and perpetuate inequality. Some commentators have also argued that the reason that the Sahin court allowed the Turkish veil ban was because the veil was being used as a symbol for the radical Islam that was gaining hold in Turkey.

Karima Bennoune argues that the Turkish ban was appropriate because “[e]ven to the extent that for some women, the choice to wear a headscarf is their own, and is for them an expression of religious belief, this limitation on that choice is necessary in context to protect the rights of others.” In particular, she notes that “[n]on-wearers of such garb risk becoming outsiders, seen as not fully or equally Muslim.” She goes on to say that bans are appropriate in public educational institutions because those institutions shape the identities of future generations and forge the public consensus about gender roles and equality.

However, none of these rationales apply in France. The veil is not part of a political discourse between two competing Islamic political
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In France, the ban applies in all public places and is not just limited to schools. Yet, while the court relied heavily on Sahin, it failed to appropriately distinguish the context of the Turkish ban from the context of the French ban. In addition, where there is societal, political, or religious pressure to veil (as in Turkey according to the Sahin court), it would seem appropriate for a government to desire to counter that pressure for the sake of promoting gender equality. On the other hand, because so few women in France wear the full-face veil or any veil, the dress of a certain group of women would not lead other women in French society to start veiling themselves, nor is veiling part of the mainstream culture. It should be noted that the ban in Sahin involved headscarves, whereas France banned women from covering their face. While this distinction could have been relevant, it was not raised by the court in upholding the French full-face veil.

The court, by relying on the Sahin decision in adjudicating a case arising in France, inaccurately tilted the equation towards upholding the ban. Too much emphasis is placed on one version of gender equality. Furthermore, by relying on the rationale in Sahin, the court placed too little emphasis on other motives a woman may have to veil in country where she is a member of a minority religion.

By making the comparison to Turkey, the court inadvertently suggested that the impact of a ban in Turkey would have the same benefits (e.g., promoting women’s equality with men) as a ban in France. By its focus on a case arising in Turkey, the court also failed to give weight to the negative consequences the ban would have in France’s specific political and social context (e.g., repressing minority immigrant women who wish to express their religion as distinct from the mainstream secular views).

It makes sense that the ECHR should not be bound by its prior decisions because it adjudicates cases across many different countries.
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and contexts.\textsuperscript{224} Depending on the larger social, historical, and economic contexts, the court may come out one way in a case from one country and reach the opposite conclusion in a case from another country with a similar set of facts.\textsuperscript{225} However, it did not do this in \textit{S.A.S. v. France}; instead the court justifies its legal conclusion by referring to the \textit{Sahin} case, which involved a ban on headscarves by Turkey in educational institutions.\textsuperscript{226} While upholding the ban in Turkey may have been perfectly appropriate to further gender equality, it should have had little bearing on whether or not a veil ban would promote gender equality in France.\textsuperscript{227} The court’s reliance on the Turkish decision suggests that it failed to appreciate how context is so crucial in determining whether or not a behavior contravenes gender equality or women’s rights.\textsuperscript{228}

VI. TOWARDS A TRANSNATIONAL FEMINIST APPROACH TO BANS ON WEARING VEILS

Although the type of in-depth analysis necessary to draw a conclusion about the women’s rights implications of a veil ban in France is beyond the scope of this article, I make preliminary observations about how a transnational feminist methodology could be deployed to evaluate the French veil ban as well as veil bans in other migrant-receiving countries.

In evaluating a ban on veils in a migrant-receiving country, policymakers should not decontextualize. That is, they should avoid using information about practices from one country to evaluate laws in their own country. In Part III, I pointed out the ways in which the discussions about the veil ban in France decontextualized.\textsuperscript{229} I also explained how, in evaluating the veil bans, the ECHR was not sufficiently sensitive to the fact that a veil ban may promote women’s equality in one country, but may have a different result in another country.\textsuperscript{230}

Legislatures, unlike courts, do not articulate the competing rights that are at stake in adopting policies, nor do they explain how they
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have reconciled those competing rights. French policymakers may have thought that the benefits of the ban are that it advances women’s equality by prohibiting a practice that they believe to be rooted in and causes gender oppression. Those perceived benefits then outweighed the costs of the ban, which was the prohibition on exercising religious beliefs.

By decontextualizing, policymakers and voters have overvalued the benefits of the ban in France. In countries that require the veil by law—and even in countries that do not require it by law, but still punish uncovered women (e.g., there have been reports of Taliban members using sticks to beat parts of women’s bodies that are exposed)—wearing the veil impinges on women’s equality rights because women have no choice but to wear it. Thus, in these countries, banning it may enhance gender equality. However, this does not mean that the veil is oppressive to women who wear it in countries such as France, where wearing a veil is not required to be worn by law. Nevertheless, the harms that ensue from mandatory veiling in other countries were transposed to discussions about legislation in France. Therefore, the perceived benefits from banning the veil were greater than the actual benefits in France.

Relatedly, the costs associated with adopting the ban were undervalued. Because many supporters of the ban decontextualized
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behavior, they thought that women who wore the veil were coerced and those who claimed to wear it voluntarily were “duped” by their religion. By decontextualizing motives, supporters of the ban refused to accept Muslim women’s claims that the veil was an expression of their religious identity. Thus, religious freedom and other motives for veiling in France were undervalued. By contextualizing the ban, migrant-receiving countries and courts would make better policy decisions. They would resist the tendency to overvalue the benefits and undervalue the costs of bans on women’s behavior.

Instead of decontextualizing, policymakers and researchers should study the context of the migrant-receiving country. Using empirical quantitative and qualitative methods, they should assess the scope of full-face veiling in France, the reasons it is undertaken, and should take seriously the reasons offered by the women who wear full-face veils. Only through an in-depth study will a clear picture about the cross-border practice emerge.

While decontextualization should be resisted, this does not mean that the context where the practice first emerged is not relevant. The practice of veiling is part of a traditional practice in several countries in the world. Information about human rights violations travels quickly across the globe, but this information is often filtered through sound bites and stereotypes. Researchers could study one or more countries where veiling initially emerged to understand whether (and why) it is considered discriminatory or oppressive to women in that country. What is its scope? What are the relevant social and political institutions that give meaning to it as discriminatory?

Once the practice is understood in these multiple contexts, a comparative approach would help focus on factors that explain why a practice may be discriminatory or problematic in one context, but not in another. For example, if social custom or pressure exists in one country, then a ban on the practice may be more appropriate in that country than it would be where the mainstream social mores do not favor (or oppose) the practice.
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A transnational feminist approach to veil bans suggests that courts, policymakers, and feminists should be open to the possibility that a veil ban promotes equality in some contexts and not in others. 241 In one country, the veil may be a tool of political and gender repression; in another country, it may be an assertion of religious identity of a minority. 242 Karima Bennoune also suggests that veil bans should be evaluated within the context in which they emerge. 243 However, in the two countries she examined, she felt veil bans were justified. 244

The idea that a practice is contrary to human rights in one context and not in another defies the dominant paradigm of the universality of rights. Many feminists and human rights advocates assert that veiling is oppressive no matter where the practice emerges. 245 Others believe that bans violate women’s rights no matter what country adopts them. 246 For example, Amnesty International objected to the ECHR’s failure to find that France’s full-face ban violated the European Convention of Human Rights and also objected when that same court failed to hold that Turkey’s ban on headscarves in universities violated that Convention. 247

However, consider the most extreme case where a country requires women to wear some form of veil by law and the practice has historically been used as tool of oppression. If that country passed a law prohibiting women from wearing any veil, few would decry the new law as a contravention of women’s equality. Some women in that country might argue that the new ban violates their religious rights, but the government would have a strong argument that its veil ban is part of a larger strategy to combat structural inequality in society. In a country where few women wear the veil, it is less plausible that a ban could be appropriate to promote women’s
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rights. A migrant-receiving country might argue that its ban promotes the rights of women who would otherwise wear a veil, but that argument ignores those same women’s rights to assert their religious identity.

VII. CONCLUSION

Lawmakers in migrant-receiving countries sometimes enact regulations on immigrant women’s behavior based on perceptions that the practice is discriminatory to women in foreign countries. Often this perception about the foreign country itself is distorted. They also fail to appreciate that the impact of the practice could change when it is transposed to another country. I have shown here how some supporters of the face-veil ban in France justified it, in part, because the veil is seen as a tool of oppression in other parts of the world. The transnational feminist perspective calls for recognizing and resisting these decontextualized views. It also recognizes that practices change meaning with context—a practice that is oppressive or discriminatory to women in one context is not necessarily oppressive or discriminatory in another context. Finally, it calls for an in-depth understanding and comparison of the practice in multiple contexts.

Global migration continues unabated. The transplantation of people from one country to another has given rise to hotly contested questions about women’s human rights. Veil bans, as well as other bans, are being considered and debated in migrant-receiving countries around the world. Canada, for example, recently banned the full-face veil in citizenship ceremonies. Bans on cross-border
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practices will continue to be discussed around the world. The “burkini” ban mentioned in the introduction is only one such example.\footnote{257}

While there was little world reaction against France’s full-face veil ban imposed in 2010, world opinion railed against the burkini bans.\footnote{258} While French courts as well as the ECHR upheld the full-face veil ban, France’s highest administrative court has rejected the burkini bans.\footnote{259} Perhaps the negative reaction towards the burkini bans may be because they were seen as a direct and unfair reaction to the terrorist attacks in France.\footnote{260} The global denunciation of the burkini bans and the relative silence in reaction to the full-face veil ban may also have to do with the differences between the garments.\footnote{261} The burkini does not cover the face, and there are numerous fashionable iterations of it (some include colors other than black). Additionally, many versions of the burkini are form-fitting, and it covers only a woman’s body and hair.\footnote{262}

On the other hand, a full-face veil covers a woman’s face (except her eyes), is black in color, and often associated with a loose, black blanket-like covering over the body (known as a “burqa”\footnote{263}). Another salient reason for the contrast in the reactions to the two bans is that the full-face veil is a traditional piece of clothing associated with oppression against women in some countries, unlike the burkini, which was invented in 2004 by an Australian designer.\footnote{264} In this article, I have shown that policymakers, feminists, and stakeholders erroneously overemphasize the context of foreign countries when regulating immigrant behavior in their own country. Instead, I propose a transnational feminist methodology that provides a more
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nuanced lens to evaluate and resolve the competing women’s rights at stake that arise in regulating certain practices of immigrant women.